Frodo

HeartWarming
Rescue
Stories

Surrendered to the shelter
because of her declining
health as a senior kitty,
Frodo was rescued by PBJ
and cared for in a loving
hospice foster home for 7
months until she peacefully
passed away this spring.

of Animals Saved by PBJ :o)

Goldblum

Tested positive for
FIV, had
temperament issues,
and developed
significant asthma
before finding an
incredible adopter

Shiloh

We are happy to announce
Shiloh (our blind rescued
pointer) has been adopted
by his long term foster
family and is loving his
new forever home

Ms. Bigglesworth

After months of being in
a shelter cage,
depression set in. A true
underdog who found a
loving home through PBJ

Miss Tigger

Came to us needing
emergency surgery for
an abdominal infection
undetected by her
previous owner

William

Candy Corn

Dixie and Marlie

At 11 years of age they
found themselves in need
of a new home when their
owners were relocated
out-of-state and were
unable to take them along

Came to us so shy she
could barely be handled,
but a patient loving
foster eventually
adopted her and she
blossomed

Buddy

PBJ was instrumental
in finding Buddy a
loving new home
when his elderly
owner passed away

An abandoned family pet,
found alone, starving, with
an upper respiratory
infection and infected teeth
came to know love from a
PBJ volunteer in the last
weeks of his life

Gracie

A hard to trap
stray, Gracie was
diagnosed with
significant heart
disease; she was
adopted to a loving
home with her
kitten Forest

Celeste and Banks

Became owner surrenders after a family
member died and the family was going to
euthanize

Gizmo and Furby

Lost their home due to
the family's extended
travel
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Smoosh, our PBJ Spokes-Cat,
dreams of CATNIP HAVEN …
please help him to make his
DREAM COME TRUE
through your kind and generous
tax-deductible donation!
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